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----------------------------------------************************---------------------------------- 

 

Abstract: 
Wireless communication technology continues to evolve rapidly, driving the need for precise antenna 

designs. This review focuses on microstrip patch antennas, with a particular emphasis on a 2.4GHz-

resonant microstrip patch antenna engineered for satellite communication within the L band. Employing 

coaxial feeding, this antenna undergoes thorough analysis of variables such as bandwidth, gain, and 

return loss using CST STUDIO. 

 

In addition to its resonance at 2.4GHz, the microstrip patch antenna demonstrates excellent performance 

characteristics essential for satellite communication, including high gain and low return loss. The coaxial 

feeding mechanism ensures efficient signal transmission, crucial for maintaining communication links 

between satellites and ground stations. Furthermore, the antenna's compact form factor and lightweight 

construction make it an ideal candidate for deployment in space-constrained satellite platforms. Through 

rigorous analysis using CST STUDIO, the antenna's design parameters are optimized to achieve 

maximum performance within the L band. Overall, the 2.4GHz-resonant microstrip patch antenna 

presents a promising solution for satellite communication applications, catering to the growing demands 

of modern wireless communication systems. 

 

----------------------------------------************************---------------------------------- 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In the realm of wireless communication, antennas 

serve as indispensable components, bridging the 

gap between electromagnetic waves and electronic 

devices. With the continuous evolution of 

electronics and communication technologies, there's 

a prevailing trend towards miniaturization in 

communication devices, necessitating the adoption 

of compact and portable antennas. 

 

Among the diverse array of antenna types available, 

microstrip patch antennas have emerged as a 

favored choice due to their lightweight 
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construction, ease of manufacturing, and versatility 

in various systems. These antennas offer 

remarkable efficiency, with performance intricately 

linked to the material properties, particularly the 

relative permittivity (εᵣ) of the substrate material. 

 

The widespread popularity of microstrip patch 

antennas stems from their simplicity in design and 

fabrication, making them highly adaptable to 

diverse communication systems. Additionally, the 

efficiency of these antennas is greatly influenced by 

the choice of substrate material, with lower values 

of relative permittivity typically resulting in 

enhanced antenna performance. 

 

In this review paper, we delve into the multifaceted 

realm of microstrip patch antennas, exploring their 

design principles, feeding techniques, performance 

metrics, and applications within the context of Wi-

Fi and Bluetooth connectivity in the ISM band. By 

comprehensively examining the advancements and 

challenges in microstrip patch antenna technology, 

this paper aims to provide valuable insights for 

researchers, engineers, and practitioners in the field 

of wireless communication. 

 

II. DESIGN PRINCIPLE 

 

In designing the antenna on a single copper-clad 

substrate, careful attention is paid to the layout and 

fabrication process to ensure optimal performance. 

The substrate serves as the foundation for both the 

radiating patch and the ground plane, with routes 

etched on the copper surface to delineate the patch 

geometry and ground plane. Precise routing 

techniques are employed to define the dimensions 

and shape of the radiating patch, as well as to create 

the necessary feed lines for impedance matching 

and signal propagation. This single-substrate 

approach streamlines the fabrication process and 

minimizes complexity, making it ideal for compact 

and lightweight antenna designs. By leveraging the 

conductivity of the copper-clad substrate, the 

antenna can achieve efficient signal transmission 

and reception while maintaining a low profile. 

Additionally, the single-substrate design offers 

inherent integration benefits, allowing for seamless 

incorporation into various wireless communication 

systems. Overall, the design on a single copper-clad 

substrate offers a practical and efficient solution for 

realizing microstrip patch antennas with robust 

performance and simplified fabrication processes. 

 

III. FEEDING TECHNIQUES 

 

Feeding Techniques: 

 

In the realm of microstrip patch antenna design, 

various feeding techniques are employed to 

efficiently deliver power to the radiating element. 

These techniques play a crucial role in 

determining antenna performance and 

characteristics. Here, we explore different feeding 

methods, each offering unique advantages and 

challenges: 

 

 

1. Contacting Feed: 

 

Contacting feed techniques involve direct power 

delivery to the radiating element. Among the 

commonly used methods are microstrip feeding 

and coaxial feeding. 

 

Microstrip Feeding: 

Microstrip feeding utilizes a conducting strip with 

a width significantly smaller than that of the 

radiating element. This feed line can be easily 

etched onto the substrate, allowing for precise 

placement at the center, inset, or offset positions. 

Its simplicity in fabrication and integration makes 

it a popular choice for microstrip patch antennas. 

Coaxial Feeding: 

Coaxial feeding employs a coaxial cable to deliver 

power to the patch antenna. The inner conductor 

of the coaxial cable is connected to the patch, 

while the outer conductor is connected to the 

ground plane. While coaxial feeding offers 

versatility in feed line placement and impedance 

matching, it presents challenges in drilling holes 

for connection, complicating the integration 
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process. 

 

2. Non-Contact Feed: 

Non-contact feed techniques enable 

electromagnetic coupling with the radiating 

element without direct physical contact. Two 

common non-contact feed methods include 

aperture and proximity coupling. 

 

(a) Aperture Coupling: 

In aperture coupling, the radiating element is 

excited without direct contact through a slot in the 

ground plane. Energy from the feed line, situated 

on a separate dielectric substrate, is coupled to the 

antenna through the slot. While aperture coupling 

offers precise control over coupling strength, it 

presents challenges in fabrication due to the need 

for slot formation and precise control over slot 

dimensions. 

 

(b) Proximity Coupling: 

Proximity coupling, also known as indirect feed, 

utilizes a microstrip line to provide coupling to the 

radiating element. This method simplifies 

fabrication compared to aperture coupling and 

offers wider bandwidth with minimal spurious 

emissions. However, it requires careful design 

considerations to achieve optimal performance.

 

 

Fig 1. Simulated Patch Antenna
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Fig 2. Radiation Pattern

 

Fig 3. VSWR 

 

 

 

 

 

 

IV. Performance Metrics: 

In assessing the performance of microstrip

antennas for Wi-Fi and Bluetooth connectivity 

within the ISM band, several key metrics are 

considered. These include gain, which measures 

the antenna's ability to amplify signals in the 

desired direction; bandwidth, indicating the range 

of frequencies over which the antenna can operate 

effectively; efficiency, reflecting the ratio of 

power radiated by the antenna to the total input 

power; return loss, which quantifies the amount of 
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Fig 2. Radiation Pattern 

 

Fig 3. VSWR  
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power reflected back towards the source due to 

impedance mismatch; and radiation pattern 

characteristics, illustrating how the antenna 

radiates electromagnetic energy in space. By 

evaluating these metrics, designers can optimize 

antenna designs to ensure reliable and efficient 

wireless communication in Wi-Fi and Bluetooth 

applications. 

 

 

 

V. Applications: 

 

Microstrip patch antennas find widespread 

applications in Wi-Fi and Bluetooth-enabled 

devices operating within the ISM band. In the 

context of Wi-Fi connectivity, these antennas are 

commonly integrated into wireless routers, access 

points, and IoT devices, facilitating high-speed 

internet access and network connectivity. For 

Bluetooth applications, microstrip patch antennas 

are utilized in smartphones, tablets, laptops, and 

wearable devices, enabling seamless wireless 

communication between devices for data transfer, 

audio streaming, and device synchronization. 

Additionally, microstrip patch antennas play a 

crucial role in industrial automation, smart homes, 

and automotive systems, providing reliable wireless 

connectivity for diverse applications in the IoT 

ecosystem. 

 

Conclusion: 

 

Through comprehensive simulation, this review 

paper elucidates the design and performance 

evaluation of a microstrip patch antenna tailored for 

ISM band applications, specifically targeting Wi-Fi 

and Bluetooth connectivity. Operating at the central 

frequency of 2.4 GHz, within the designated ISM 

band spectrum, the antenna exhibits promising 

characteristics conducive to efficient wireless 

communication. With a remarkably low voltage 

standing wave ratio of 1.1 and a bandwidth 

spanning 5% of the center frequency, the antenna 

demonstrates robust performance and seamless 

integration potential with existing ISM band 

application circuitry. These findings underscore the 

viability of microstrip patch antennas as reliable 

solutions for enabling wireless connectivity in 

diverse Wi-Fi and Bluetooth-enabled devices, 

fostering enhanced communication capabilities in 

modern wireless networks. 
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